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Abstract
Documents released by Edward Snowden have revealed
that the National Security Agency, and its Australian,
British, Canadian, and New Zealand equivalents, routinely monitor the Internet for the identifiers that are contained in advertising and tracking cookies. Once collected, the identifiers are stored in government databases
and used to develop patterns of life, or the chains of activities that individuals engage in when they use Internetcapable devices. This paper investigates the extent to
which contemporary advertising and analytics identifiers
that are used in establishing such patterns continue to
be transmitted in plaintext following Snowden’s revelations. We look at variations in the secure transmission
of cookie-based identifiers across different website categories, and identify practical steps for both website operators and ad tracking companies to take to better secure
their audiences and readers from passive surveillance.
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Introduction

Edward Snowden revealed that the National Security
Agency, and its Australian, British, Canadian, and New
Zealand equivalents, routinely monitor for identifiers that
are contained in advertising and tracking cookies. The
identifiers are read as they pass, unencrypted, through
key Internet exchanges and access points spread around
the world. Once collected, the identifiers are stored in
government databases and used to develop “patterns of
life”, or the chains of activities that individuals engage in
when they use Internet-capable devices. This paper investigates the extent to which contemporary advertising
and analytics identifiers that are used in establishing such
patterns continue to be transmitted in plaintext following
Snowden’s revelations.
We hypothesize there will be significant variation
across different types of websites in terms of whether or
not the websites support HTTPS, and the extent to which

the websites secure the identifiers being sent to third parties. To contextualize our results, we will focus on three
notable categories features in the Alexa website ranking
system that have each been featured in media reports
relating to the Snowden revelations and mass surveillance. First, we will look at News websites, given that
they are well known users of a wide number of ad trackers known to be subject to mass surveillance[23]. Second, Computer1 (or Technology-oriented) websites are
notable given the U.S. technology industry’s vocal lobbying against certain programs revealed in the Snowden
documents[39]. Finally, we will look at Adult websites,
as a topic-specific category whose websites often feature
secure payment systems and have been targeted by NSA
surveillance infrastructure in at least one program[14].
While the Alexa ranking and categorization system
has known issues, including domains being listed in
multiple categories, we selected this data set primarily
to make our results more comparable with pre-existing
work in this area[36, 1, 33]. Furthermore, while signals intelligence agencies are generally interested in people’s Internet activities, people’s use of popular websites
and the attendant identifier transmissions provide the raw
data needed to develop “pattern of life” profiles, which
we discuss further below.
While earlier work has focused on the legislative responses to Snowden’s revelations[8], and how the revelations influenced users to modify their practices[30],
we are interested in the current, post-Snowden state
of industry practices with regard to how they protect
their users’ browsing activities from massive government
surveillance.
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HTTP-Based Ad Tracking is a problem

Identifiers, such as those transmitted to advertisers, social networking companies, or analytics companies, are
a key component of the contemporary Internet ecosystem. These identifiers are routinely stored in cookies,

which are themselves used to notify websites or services
of a user’s previous activities. Cookies are regularly used
to track the activities of users as well as to authenticate
users’ activities on websites.
These identifiers have historically been transmitted in
plaintext between users’ web browsing clients and the
servers with which they communicate. Indeed, the Internet is, by default, insecure. Websites and ad networks
must take deliberate actions to encrypt the data transmitted from their servers to end users. The process of setting
up a web server for HTTPS has historically been difficult and costly, though costs are decreasing[21]. Though
costs implementing HTTPS have decreased, a misconfigured HTTPS configuration can cause end user clients
to display security warnings, the result of which may
cause users to navigate away from the misconfigured site.
Moreover, all resources must be served through HTTPS
before the main page will be interpreted as secure by
clients. Content-driven websites, whose existence is
predicated on dozens of different ad trackers being embedded on their pages, face the additional challenge of
ensuring all embedded ad trackers support HTTPS. This
has been highlighted in media reports as a major blocking factor in the implementation of encryption on major
news websites[23]. This motivates us to ask: How prevalent is transmission encryption among top ad trackers,
and is there a relationship between tracker security and
the embedding pages’ security?

2.1

are tasked to filter the bulk of data that is sent through the
post’. CSE operates EONBLUE, which is designed to
identify and collect pre-defined metadata categories[6];
while unclear what specific identifiers EONBLUE monitors for, CSE has indicated that metadata includes Facebook, Google, or Yahoo! cookie identifiers[7]. These
kinds of identifiers let SIGINT agencies detect what files
people are downloading[16], what websites people are
visiting[13], and when correlated with identifiers linked
to other persons with whom people associate.
Collected data is subsequently transferred to long-term
metadata storage repositories. One of the NSA’s primary
long-term metadata databases is MARINA, which holds
Internet-related metadata for one year[17]. Other intelligence agencies have their own metadata databases; CSE,
as an example, operates the PEITHOS database that retains similar information as MARINA[5] and GCHQ
possesses a database codenamed MUTANT BROTH that
stores billions of intercepted cookies that are correlated
with IP addresses[12]. These agencies have all actively
collaborated to ensure that they can share, and use, one
another’s collected metadata; contemporary programs
regularly draw from, or access data in, other nations’
metadata (as well as content) databases.
SIGINT agencies run automated queries on the identifiers in the metadata databases to ‘link’ disparate identifiers that likely are associated with the same person or
device; in this way, a Facebook, Gmail, Google PrefID, and Yahoo! identifier can be correlated with one
another[32]. Such linking is referred to as enrichment’
and is part of developing “pattern of life” profiles of Internet users en masse. Linked information is available to
analysts as they monitor the kinds of files that individuals download or websites they visit or communications
applications they use. Moreover, by linking these identifiers to IP addresses the agencies can roughly determine
where a person is physically located. This rough geolocational awareness can subsequently be enriched if a person is using a mobile phone, and if the agency has access
to cellular triangulation information, or if the agency can
associate geolocational information sent by an application with the identifier. Cookies are also used by SIGINT
agencies to try and identify Tor users[29].
Cookies and other unique identifiers are also used to
target specific persons. In the case of the NSA, they may
call on their Tailored Access Operations (TAO) unit to
fire ‘shots’ at targets, which divert targets from the legitimate websites they are trying to visit towards ones
that the NSA has compromised to install malware, or
implants’, on the target’s device. Specifically, this entails using the QUANTUM system to direct targets towards FOXACID servers[37]. Such tactics have been
used to target system administrators who operate major
network operation centers[12], target employees of SIM-

Ad Tracking and signals intelligence

When identifier cookies are transmitted insecurely, thirdparties with access to the data transmissions between
client and server can log or modify the identifiers. The
practice of plaintext cookie transmission has negatively
affected users; it has meant, for example, that thirdparties could capture and re-use social media credentials
to log into social networking accounts[38, 9]. And as we
discuss below, the majority of unencrypted cookies that
are sent to major advertising and analytics services are
regularly tracked by Western signals intelligence (SIGINT) agencies.
SIGINT agencies such as the American National Security Agency (NSA), Britain’s Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), and Canada’s Communications Security Establishment (CSE) monitor for unencrypted identifiers to track what individuals do online,
to ascertain where those individuals are physically located, and to target individuals who have attracted the
agencies’ interest. These agencies have established listening posts’ at core parts of the Internet, such as where
undersea cables land (TEMPORA) or landlocked computer servers operated by telecommunications companies (AT&T), upon which programs such as EONBLUE
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card manufacturers[28], and to “degrade/deny/disrupt
Tor access.”[22]
A range of organizations have proposed, or adopted,
new practices in light of the Snowden revelations. The
Internet Advertising Bureau[25], has called for the advertising industry to transmit identifiers using HTTPS;
the use of HTTPS would prevent third-parties from monitoring web users’ Internet traffic while also confirming that the transmitted information was not modified in
transit. The Internet Engineering Task Force, a community of technical Internet stakeholders, is developing a working group aimed at encouraging system administrators to adopt HTTPS[40]. The Internet Architecture Board published a “Statement on Internet Confidentiality” that encourages encrypted communications
by default[20]. Major web browsers Chrome[3] and
Firefox[2] are also exploring user experience modifications that would mark HTTP as deprecated and insecure. Email providers have accelerated their encryption
of identifiers, now sending them over HTTPS between
the browser and server[19, 26, 24], and StartTLS between servers[11]. Social networking companies as a
matter of course authenticate their users over encrypted
communications channels[35, 34, 15]. The White House
has recently released a proposal exploring the notion that
all federal websites should be “HTTPS only”[4].
Despite these efforts it must be asked: to what extent are the digital identifiers which are relied upon by
SIGINT agencies to track and target people actually encrypted? It is to this question we now turn, in our evaluation of the percentages of identifiers that are encrypted
by advertising and analytics companies.
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We loaded each sampled Alexa page in series to capture all network requests associated with a given page
in order to develop our contemporary data about HTTPS
support in practice. This involved using a combination
of the Selenium web browser automation framework – in
particular the Google Chrome web driver – and the mitmdump3 application. That application created a proxy
server that intercepted HTTPS requests sent through it
and ran inline Python scripts for custom request handling
logic. For each request, we captured the request and
response headers (including cookies), but not the body.
This process resulted in a data set that contained all the
HTTP(S) resources sent and received when we accessed
a website in our Alexa sample.
We further processed this data set by testing all
recorded HTTP(S) resources that included a cookie (both
request cookies or response cookies) for the presence
of text strings that indicated the presence of a unique
identifier. Every cookie consists of a set of properties,
with each property having both a name and a value. We
searched cookies for: a property name called “id” or
“pref”, a match for the regular expression “.*id$” (indicating a key that terminates with “id”), the presence
of the string “ident” in a key, and several other common identifier names found in prior work[31]. We also
tested cookie property values for similar strings and for
the presence of GUID strings. If any of our searches resulted in a positive match we flagged the cookie as including an identifier.
We further categorized every HTTP(S) resource
loaded (and by extension, the resource’s cookies) on a
given Alexa page as either first-party, known advertisers, or third party hosts4 . We then tested both the Alexa
webpages and a unique list of all collected resource hostnames for HTTPS support using the process described in
Figure 1.
While measuring responses to TLS handshake requests on port 443 for these hosts is a common method
for testing HTTPS configurations [10, 27, 18] we were
more interested in HTTPS in practice in the web browser
and the relative accessibility of resources (and particularly those carrying identifying cookies) over HTTPS.
Specifically, we asked: Do paths that return 200 OK over
HTTP also return 200 OK over HTTPS? Does HTTPS
“downgrade” to HTTP and redirect browsers from secure
to insecure requests? Or does the host support HTTPS by
default and redirect browsers from insecure to secure requests? In light of these questions, we are interested in
whether or not web-based resources are accessible using
HTTPS as opposed to previous work cited above that has
focused on TLS protocol versions, cipher suites, or other
security issues.
To test the aforementioned questions, we ran them
against a random sample of up to five URL paths for the

Methodology

We studied the top 500 web pages in every top-level
Alexa category and looked at historical support for TLSencrypted communications and contemporary support
for HTTPS in practice. We define support for TLSencrypted communications as a host’s successful completion of a TLS handshake on port 443. If a random
sample of a web host’s resources in our data set were
all able to be successfully completed over HTTPS, we
marked the host as supporting HTTPS in practice.
We obtained historical TLS handshake data2 from the
University of Michigan’s SSL ecosystem study.[10] That
study scanned the entire IPV4 space on a routine basis over 18 months between 2012 and 2013. For each
successful TLS handshake in this data set, we extracted
the CNAME(s) from the obtained HTTPS certificate and
used the CNAME to map found certificates to our Alexa
sample. We were then able to query the data set for successful TLS handshakes over time involving an Alexaranked hostname.
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To better contextualize our findings, in this subsection,
we present examples from each of the Alexa categories
of interest. The top news website in our sample of
500 is: www.reddit.com. The top Computer website is
www.google.com. The top Adult site is www.xnxx.com.

Figure 1: Testing process for determining practical
HTTPS support of a given hostname.

4.2

given host that we had previously collected. We then
reconciled the results for each of these URLs into a final measurement for the hostname, checking for consistent results. Where there was a conflict between different
tested URLs we erred towards labeling hosts as not fully
supporting HTTPS. We feel this reconciliation process
was reasonable given that the HTTPS security model can
be compromised if a single resource is served insecurely.
The results of the reconciled measurements let us examine the practical HTTPS support level of all the resources loaded on the top 500 Alexa websites in each
category and the relationship between page host security
and third party identifier cookie security. We turn to these
examinations in the following section.
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General HTTPS adoption trends

Our findings show that between June 2012 and January
20145 , the overall percentage of websites in the top 500
of an Alexa category that completed a TLS handshake
increased 1.1%, to 27.6% overall.
Looking at individual categories, we find that our categories of interest, News, Adult, and Computers, are
the categories with the largest changes over the time period, at 23.5%, 15.3%, and 8.2%, respectively. Looking
specifically at the 6 months before and 6 months after the
Snowden revelations of June 2013, we find the News category TLS handshake response growth rate increased by
5%, the largest of any category. However, nine of the sixteen surveyed categories saw their TLS growth rates diminish in the months following the Snowden revelations.
Both Adult and Computer sites saw slight reductions in
their TLS response growth rates.
While the News category had the highest growth rate,
in terms of overall TLS support, News had the second
lowest percentage, at 12.6% (as of January 2014), below
all but Sports, at 8.4%.

Data

In this section, we first examine TLS support among various Alexa-categorized websites over time, noting which
category’s support increased the most over time. Next,
we look at each website category’s levels of HTTPS
support in practice, noting which category includes the
most (and least) websites that redirect users to HTTPS.
We then examine the most commonly-implemented Ad
trackers across each category, and noting the proportion
of ID transmissions with those trackers that have been secured. Finally, we look at the relationship between a web

4.3

HTTPS support in practice by category

We measured the varying degrees of support for HTTPS
in practice in each Alexa category based on the process
described in our methodology section.
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tion with the host resulted in an invalid common name
certificate error. Scorecard Research is also the most
common tracker in the Kids and Teens and Arts categories, and in the top five trackers for ten other webpage
categories.
The second most popular tracker in the News category
is cm.g.doubleclick.net (DoubleClick); this host is
operated by Google. While the tracker supports HTTPS
only 56% of the 285 pages using the tracker transmitted its identifier using HTTPS. Since only 8.7% of those
pages served their first-party content with HTTPS, 47%
of the sampled websites, while insecure themselves, often used HTTPS to communicate with DoubleClick.
In the News category, we found three trackers that
supported HTTPS in practice, yet none of the pages
communicated securely with those hosts. As shown
in Table 1, sync.mathtag.com, ad.turn.com, and
image2.pubmatic.com were involved in unique ID
transmissions on 215, 194, and 168 of the top 500 News
websites, respectively. Our analysis showed that those
transmissions can resolve successfully over HTTPS.
We found that the Science category features the highest percentage of pages (59%) that communicate identifiers securely with the category’s top ten ad trackers.
This finding may be may be related to the fact that the
category has the second lowest median number of pages
(60.5) that transmit to the top ten identifier hosts. News,
in contrast, only communicates securely with trackers
23% of the time and has the highest median number of
pages (204.5) that transmit to the top ten identifier hosts
in the category.
Across all categories, we saw that an average of 26.5%
websites that transmitted unique identifiers with top ad
trackers support HTTPS on their own host. While
32% of websites communicate securely with the top
10 ad trackers, 80% of the trackers themselves support
HTTPS, indicating that many more websites in the category could be communicating securely with ad trackers. When looking at a specific tracker in the top 10,
apis.google.com, we can see a stark difference –
100% of communications with the host were secured.
This indicates that HTTPS by default, which is practiced
by apis.google.com, can make a substantial difference in the overall number of pages that securely transmit
identifiers to top trackers.
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Figure 3: Support for HTTPS in practice by category
We find that 7.2% of websites in our sample have
HTTPS by default enabled. In contrast, 10.2% of websites and downgrade visitors from HTTPS to plaintext
HTTP. 31.6% support HTTPS if the user explicitly navigates to an HTTPS URL, and 51% have no practical support for HTTPS.
Looking at individual categories, we see that News
sites are least likely to direct browsers to HTTPS by default, with only five of 500 websites doing so. Adult
sites perform slightly better, with 20 websites enabling
the feature. At the other end of!1the spectrum are Computer websites, with 91 out of 500 encrypting communications with no user intervention required. Over 50% of
Shopping websites support HTTPS though this category
also has the highest number of sites (82) downgrading
HTTPS.

4.4

Ad tracker prevalence by category

Our data demonstrates which ad trackers are the most
popular in each category. We made our determinations
by performing a database query that counted the number
of distinct webpages from which an identifier was transmitted to a unique third party. This query was run for
each website category.
Our results show which ad trackers are most popular,
whether or not those trackers support HTTPS, and the
percentage of pages in our sample that communicated an
identifier using HTTPS. We also determined the percentage of webpages communicating with those trackers that
support HTTPS themselves.
For example, the most widely-used ad tracker in the
News category is b.scorecardresearch.com (ScoreCard Research). This tracker exchanges a unique identifier with 291 of the top 500 News sites and does not support HTTPS; at the time of writing, HTTPS communica-

4.5

First party and third party HTTPS

For each category, we grouped websites by their level
of HTTPS support in practice; for each grouping we assessed the percentage of identifiers that were transmitted securely. We found that websites that communicated
over HTTPS by default had near 100% rates of encrypted
third party communications. This finding was expected
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Host
b.scorecardresearch.com
cm.g.doubleclick.net
ib.adnxs.com
googleads.g.doubleclick.net
sync.mathtag.com
ad.turn.com
match.adsrvr.org
image2.pubmatic.com
x.bidswitch.net
apis.google.com

HTTPS?
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Downgrades6
Yes
Yes
Yes

News
IDs
291
285
246
237
215
194
174
168
124
101

HTTPS
0.00%
56.14%
6.10%
72.57%
0.00%
0.00%
37.36%
0.00%
8.06%
100.00%

Adult
IDs
8
14
15
5
9
8
13
12
7
40

HTTPS
0.00%
42.86%
13.33%
60.00%
0.00%
0.00%
15.38%
0.00%
14.29%
100.00%

Computers
IDs HTTPS
104 0.00%
140 42.14%
130 16.92%
102 70.59%
67
5.97%
32
0.00%
46
23.91%
58
0.00%
74
21.62%
91
100.00%

Table 1: Top trackers in the News, Adult, and Computer categories, by number of pages that transmitted a tracking ID
mass surveillance is not enough to predict whether or not
it encrypts identifier transmissions to third parties. The
number of third party dependencies, as well as the security of the first party itself play major roles, as will be
illustrated in our below discussion of the News, Adult,
and Computer website categories.

because the HTTPS security model is predicated on all
first- and third-party resources being delivered over an
encrypted channel. However, most categories in this
group have one to six instances of an HTTPS-enabled
webpage insecurely transmitting an identifier to a third
party.
For ten of sixteen Alexa categories, websites that did
not support HTTPS in practice had a higher rate of securely transmitting identifiers than websites that downgraded browsers from HTTPS. The difference was most
pronounced for Science websites, where 70.5% of websites that do not support HTTPS transmitted identifiers
securely, while only 43.3% of HTTPS downgrade Science websites transmitted identifiers securely. When examining our results in aggregate we found that the difference is less pronounced, with 67.3% of websites that
did not support HTTPS transmitting identifiers securely,
while 66% of HTTPS downgrade websites transmitted identifiers securely. Across every category, HTTPS
downgrade grouped sites had the greatest number of
ad trackers per page compared to the other groupings.
HTTPS by default websites, in all but one category, had
a greater number of ad trackers per page than HTTP-only
websites.
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Our results show that while News websites appear to
have increased their TLS support over time at a greater
rate than all other categories, they have little practical
support for HTTPS browsing, leaving their readership
open to passive surveillance of their readership habits.
Furthermore, the top ten ad trackers in the News category appear on the highest number of websites (on average, 204/500) of all categories, identifier transmissions
to which are only encrypted 23% of the time. These sites
therefore leave their readers vulnerable to actors with
network access to not only monitor their own readership,
but to chain their readers’ habits across other websites.
Adult websites have similarly increased their TLS support over time, yet perform poorly in terms of HTTPS
browsing in practice, with only 21.6% of websites in
the category supporting encrypted browsing. The average Adult website transmitted unique identifiers to 4.7
third parties, the lowest of all categories, and well below News, which transmitted identifiers to the highest
number of third party hostnames (11.5). Each of our
overall sample’s top ten ad trackers appear an average of
12.5 websites among the top 500 Adult sites, with 43%
of websites in that category sending identifiers doing so
using HTTPS. The relatively low frequency of trackers
across websites may be partially explained by the relatively small number of ad trackers embedded on the average Adult website. Additionally, the ten most frequently
occurring ad trackers in the Adult category include four
trackers not included in the overall top ten list of trackers,
which can also help explain the relatively low number
of identifier transmissions to the overall top ten trackers.
Unlike the News category, the most frequently-occurring

Discussion

Our findings reveal that there has been an small increase
in the adoption of HTTPS following the start of Edward
Snowden’s revelations, with the News category increasing by the greatest amount. However, sites with the
largest numbers of trackers often also have the lowest
rates of securely transmitting identifiers over HTTPS.
When we examine the Adult, News, and Computers website categories we find that News, with the most trackers,
had the lowest percentage of secure ID transmissions to
third parties. This suggests that the mere fact a website category features prominently in discussions around
6

tracker in the Adult category, apis.google.com, supports HTTPS by default, a stark contrast from News’ top
tracker, b.scorecardresearch.com, which does not
support HTTPS at all.
Computer websites historically supported TLS at a
higher rate than both News and Adult websites. This
differentiation is reinforced when examining HTTPS in
practice; our findings show that over 50% of Computer
websites support encrypted browsing, and of all categories, Computers had the highest rate of HTTPS by
default being enabled. On average, Computer websites
transmitted an identifier to 10.3 unique hosts, the lowest
result of our categories of Interest. Furthermore, 44% of
Computer websites that transmitted IDs to the top ten ad
trackers did so securely, higher than both Adult and Business categories. Given that over 50% of Computer websites support HTTPS browsing, this 44% appears relatively underwhelming when compared to Adult websites,
with 21.6% HTTPS browsing support, and 43% of ID
transmissions being done securely. Given that Computers has the lowest average number of trackers identifiers
with whom identifiers were communicated, it may be relatively less complicated for Computer sites to implement
HTTPS for their trackers than other categories.
We note that the adoption of HTTPS by advertising,
social networking, and analytics services may foster the
adoption of securely transmitting identifiers. Currently,
major trackers such as b.scorecardresearch.com
and dsum.casalemedia.com lack such support.
b.scorecardresearch.com is used by Adult, News,
and Computers websites on 1.6%, 22%, and 8.2% of
sites, respectively. And dsum.casalemedia.com is
used by the same website categories on 1.4%, 33%,
and 11.6% of the categories’ respective pages. As a
result, webpage operators wanting to adopt HTTPS for
their own pages, but who must rely on these particular
trackers for business reasons, may be prevented from
encrypting identifiers because of these trackers’ failure
to adopt HTTPS.
More identifiers may be encrypted if the providers of
those identifiers, such as advertisers and analytics companies, supported HTTPS by default. While many of
the identifiers associated with the top ten ad trackers
can be encrypted but are not necessarily encrypted, were
companies to provide HTTPS-only APIs and gradually
phase out non-HTTP APIs the encryption rates would
presumably increase over time. In the interim, webpage operators could re-write embed codes for many
of the top trackers, such as image2.pubmatic.com,
ad.turn.com, and cm.g.doubleclick.com, to force
the transmission of identifiers to use HTTPS. Were
such practices adopted by tracker companies alongside
webpage operators, a mutually reinforcing signal that
HTTPS adoption was a significant business concern

would be emitted, reducing the number of tracking identifiers that were transmitted in plaintext while emphasizing that the advertising and analytics industries regard
the security of identifiers as a basic business best practice.
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Limitations

Our data collection method using Selenium and mitmproxy was bound to a single user-agent at a single network vantage point in Toronto, Canada. The third party
resources loaded on given pages will vary based on those
factors, but we did not account for this in our study. In
the future, we hope to conduct the study using both Firefox and Chrome Selenium drivers (and perhaps others),
as well as from multiple network vantage points.
Our automated method for testing HTTPS support in
practice is a work in progress. The method has an error rate of 6%. This error rate has a 95% confidence
level and 10% margin of error. We determined this error rate by randomly sampling 100 tested hostnames and
manually checking their HTTPS support in practice, and
comparing those to our automated results. For the top 10
ad trackers in our study, 2 ad trackers were incorrectly
marked as not supporting HTTPS, when in fact they did.
We corrected this in our analysis after manually checking
the hostname and a few random paths.
Our process for testing cookies for the presence of
unique identifier strings does not currently analyze cookies that employ data obfuscation through base64 or other
encoding methods. Examining common obfuscation
techniques in advertiser cookies would be an interesting
area of future work.
Finally, our use of the University of Michigan SSL
ecosystem data introduces noise into our findings. While
that project routinely scanned every public IPv4 address
in the world, the scans only picked up one certificate per
IP address. It is likely that many certificates associated
with shared IP addresses were missed, and we cannot be
sure to what extent this noise is distributed across categories. Future work will mitigate this limitation, as discussed below.
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Conclusions

Our findings suggest that though numerous prominent
news stories have been released showing how signals intelligence agencies use identifiers to monitor, geolocate,
and target web users, many website operators have not
chosen to secure their readers from this mode of surveillance. The result is that Western signals intelligence
agencies retain much of their surveillance capacities despite surveys showing that many users claim to have
7

modified their own practices to try and limit the extent of
state surveillance to which they are subject[30]. Moreover, even though many trackers now support HTTPS
transmissions many webpage operators themselves do
not support secure transmissions of identifiers; the result
is that web users are only somewhat better protected from
mass surveillance relying on identifiers, today, compared
to six months prior to the Snowden revelations breaking
in June 2013.
The technical testing infrastructure developed for this
project will make it simple to run subsequent measurements on a regular basis. This will enable us to have
more control over our data set than simply relying on the
University of Michigan data set, which was not collected
with our research questions in mind. We believe a longitudinal look at HTTPS support in practice across website
categories and the levels of secure transmission of unique
identifiers will be a valuable resource in understanding
the movement towards encrypting the web.

[11] E CKERSLEY, P. New Gmail data shows the rise of backbone
email encryption. https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2014/
06/new-gmail-data-shows-rise-backbone-emailencryption, June 2013.
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Notes
1 Sites categorized as “Computers” by Alexa tend to focus on digital
technology in some fashion.
2 See https://scans.io/study/umich-https for the data.
3 mitmdump is a tool included with mitmproxy, free software available at: https://mitmproxy.org/
4 We tested hostnames against the Disconnect list of known online
trackers: https://services.disconnect.me/disconnect.json
5 The duration of the University of Michigan’s study
6 match.adsrvr.org appears to be a redirection portal, and downgrades HTTPs in some circumstances.
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